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ABSTRACT 

The transplantation of personalized organs or tissues will benefit patients with various diseases 

and disorders. Decellularization is a method to generate an acellular, non-immunogenic natural 

scaffold. The personalized tissue can be generated after recellularization with recipient stem 

cells and it can be transplanted to recipient without the need for immune suppression. The 

current thesis focuses on developing decellularization and recellularization strategies for simple 

tissue (human saphenous veins), complex tissue (porcine skin) and organs (porcine pancreas and 

kidneys). In Paper I, decellularization of human saphenous veins is demonstrated followed by 

recellularization with peripheral blood and endothelial media perfusion in a bioreactor to show 

cell attachment at the lumen of the vein. In Paper II, the application of acellular porcine skin as 

a gel mixed with peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) in mice with skin wounds 

revealed a faster healing rate, complete wound closure, increased collagen deposition and 

improved angiogenesis. Papers III and IV demonstrate that porcine pancreas and kidneys 

decellularized in 4°C and room temperatures respectively resulted in loss of nuclei and the 

preservation of extracellular matrix proteins. The recellularization of pieces of acellular 

pancreas and kidney with human fetal pancreatic or kidney progenitor cells showed the 

attachment, infiltration and proliferation of human cells. The recellularized pancreas pieces 

expressed the characteristic exocrine (α-amylase) and endocrine (c-peptide, glucagon) markers. 

The recellularized kidney pieces also showed cell growth over the acellular matrix and the 

increased expression of important transcription factors involved in kidney development. Taken 

together, protocols for the decellularization of saphenous veins, skin, pancreas and kidneys were 

established. The recellularization of veins with peripheral blood and the application of porcine 

skin gel with PBMC may benefit patients with vascular diseases and burns respectively. The 

recellularization of the acellular pancreas and kidney with human fetal stem cells demonstrates 

the potential of fetal cells in further functional studies and may be in whole-organ 

recellularization experiments. The technique of decellularization and recellularization to 

bioengineer tissues and organs may thus have important implications in the field of regenerative 

medicine and ultimately organ transplantation. 
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